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L OCAL I NSIGHTS
CUSTOMER NEWSLETTER
This is the first issue of LOCAL INSIGHTS, your new
quarterly customer newsletter from CHS. As you know,
as of February 1, 2016, your local CHS experts now
come to you as one business providing grain, energy,
agronomy, precision ag and transportation services from
10 locations across six counties in west central Illinois.
This newsletter is one of many ways those CHS experts
will regularly share insights and information to help you
grow your farming operation.
We are proud to introduce your new producer board,
each elected to serve three-year terms and represent
your best interests at your cooperative:

in those communities, as well as access to anhydrous
ammonia terminal and rail. Locations in Auburn and
White Hall provide seasonal grain storage, the Raymond
and Otterville locations provide bulk anhydrous ammonia
access, the Greenfield location offers bulk propane access and the Jerseyville location provides seed storage.
We’re optimistic for what the future holds here at CHS.
On behalf of your CHS producer board and employee
team, thank you for your business and your continued
support.

Board President, Lonny Rhodes— Carlinville, IL
Vice President, Tom Connors– Shipman, IL
Secretary, Mark Reichert– Auburn, IL
Chairman, Richard Paluska– Waverly, IL
Chairman, Jerry Kruckeburg– Moro, IL
Chairman, Rick Ross– Carrollton, IL
Chairman, Gary Vahle– Jerseyville, IL
Chairman, Craig Kniepmann– Pocahontas, IL
Chairman, Bill Heyen– Gillespie, IL
Chairman, Dave Ray– Auburn, IL
Chairman, Mike Tepen– Carrollton, IL
Chairman, Randy Riemann– Raymond, IL
Chairman, Dave Helgen– Litchfield, IL
Chairman, Steve Albrecht– Carrollton, IL
As your board, we are looking forward to what this newly
combined business can do for you and your farm. Coming together allows CHS to better allocate the kind of resources needed to enhance programs across our trade
territory. We are confident in our team of experts, operations and office staff to serve all of your needs this season.
Full-service locations in Carrollton, Lowder, Pocahontas
and Shipman offer more than 13 million bushels of grain
storage, high-volume fertilizer load out and bulk anhydrous ammonia along with fertilizer, propane and energy
products. There are also chemical and liquid nitrogen
facilities, seed treater equipment and seed warehouses

Pictured above: CHS Board of Producers
Not pictured: Randy Riemann of Raymond, IL
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Location News

Pocahontas Location
At our CHS location in Pocahontas, we
have increased our NH3 and storage capacity by one-third and added bulk propane
storage.
Adding a third 30,000 gallon NH3 tank
(pictured top right) at our Route 140 location near Pocahontas will ensure timely
service for you this Spring season. Having
more product on hand allows us maximum
efficiency and the ability to meet your
needs during long consecutive days of application.
Adding 30,000 gallons of propane storage
(pictured bottom right) will increase efficiency and make it possible to quickly
serve our southern trade territory during
high volume seasons.

Carrollton Location
The 1.5 million grain storage and 100,000
bushel wet bin is ready to hold your grain.
This facility allows us to better service you
during a busy harvest season.

Lowder Location
We know that Spring is sometimes a short
window of time to accomplish much in the
field. Our new John Deere sprayer at the
Lowder location will help us serve you
throughout this season.
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Feature Article

Contact Andrew
(217) 435-9023

Grain News

Andrew.Paluska@chsinc.com

By: Andrew Paluska, Grain Manager

For those of you who may not know me,
my name is Andrew Paluska. I joined the
team when the Farmers Elevator in Lowder
built the shuttle loader on the BNSF in
2004. Going forward I will be your grain
manager for the combined company. I am
looking forward to meeting you and working
with our other grain experts.

Location assets

Our three grain offices have five facilities to serve you.
The CHS location in Lowder offers 8 million bushels of
storage and load shuttle trains on the BNSF. Not far from
the Lowder location is the Auburn facility, with approximately 1.5 million bushels of seasonal storage. The Carrollton office manages the facilities at Carrollton and
White Hall. The CHS location in Carrollton offers 2.7 million bushels of storage and White Hall has just over 1 milCombined team experience working for you lion. We are excited use our new elevator at Carrollton for
Procurement Merchandiser/Grain Accountant, Jessica
the fall of 2016. The Shipman office manages the 1.6 milDeFreitas and I serve out of the Lowder location. Location lion bushels of storage at the Shipman location. Each
Manager/ Procurement Merchandiser, Zach Lancaster
CHS grain office can buy grain, write checks, and answer
manages our White Hall and Carrollton grain facilities.
any questions you have.
Also serving at our Carrollton grain facility is Procurement
Merchandiser, Christy Ford and Grain Accountant, Cindy Offering you top price
Zumwalt. Procurement Merchandiser, Dennis Wieseman The combination of the business units pools our grain
along with Senior Merchandiser, Phil Seaman and Grain volume and market knowledge. Giving us the ability to
Accountant, Mary Myer serve our out of our Shipman looffer you top price for grain delivered into the elevators
cation. Our now combined grain team has a lot of market- and direct to the St. Louis market. By having more bushing experience to offer you.
els we can use that volume to help get the most out of the
St. Louis market for your grain. We feel the combined
knowledge of the three locations along with global connections brings a great deal of insight to you.
Contact Regan

Agronomy News

(618) 729-9009

By: Regan Wear, Agronomy Manager

I would like to welcome new readers
to Local Insights, your CHS customer
newsletter. I hope you enjoy the insights from your CHS agronomy
team across our trade territory.
Please feel free to call us if you have
ideas or topics that you would like to
see discussed in the newsletter.

Regan.Wear@chsinc.com
mand. Considering these factors, remember that approximately 40% of crop yields come from decisions you control
with crop nutrients, so it is more important now than ever to
use all the tools you have available to make these critical
decisions. I am very confident in our CHS YieldPoint® and
agronomy team to help provide insights for your farm to aid
in the decision-making process and add value to your operation.

Global impact on the market

Plans for the future

We see the dry fertilizer markets continuing to stay soft going through the winter. The strong U.S. dollar, combined
with weaker global currencies, has put pressure on U.S.
exports, and made the U.S. a favorite destination for many
countries to send fertilizer products. We have just seen a
tick up in Urea gulf prices and seem to be seeing some stability in the other Crop Nutrient Markets. As we continue to
see cheaper oil and gas prices, we should continue to see
fertilizers stabilize at price levels that work in crop budgets.
These trends with softer prices also tend to slow the robust
fertilizer manufacturing capacity. We have seen many new
plans for domestic nitrogen plants scale back over the last
year. We are also starting to see some scaling back in potash and phosphate production to match supply and de-

The nutrient loss reduction strategy is widely publicized and
our industry has taken a strong position to meet the goals
laid out in this plan. We, as industry stakeholders, care
about nutrient uptake and use for our crops. It is our desire
to use the best possible practices to profitably raise crops
and protect the environment in which we live and work.
I am proud of the efforts that you have taken as I have seen
many at industry learning events and watershed meetings
dealing with strategies to meet the goal of reducing nutrient
losses by 45% by 2025. I am confident that, together, we
can meet these goals, while continuing the pace of production and growth needed to meet the growing need for food,
fuel, and fiber in the world.
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Contact Nate

Agronomy News

(217) 320-5700

By: Nate Brown, Agronomy Specialist
Our CHS operations team has been inspecting and updating all equipment while
our sales teams have been busy with prepay and attending meetings to stay relevant on the latest technology.

Nathan.Brown@chsinc.com

Preventing Sudden Death Syndrome

Many of your soybean crops suffered from Sudden Death
Syndrome (SDS) in 2014. In effort to combat SDS, we began experimenting with ILeVo in 2015 and we were very
happy with the results. On average, we saw a 5.4 bushel
increase in yield because of this product. Looking back on
Considering hybrid selection
2014, some varieties were more susceptible than others.
While looking back on 2015 yields, some of the top yielding Unfavorable planting conditions can increase SDS. Spendsoybean hybrids were Asgrow 3832 and Asgrow 4135. In
ing around $15.00 per unit on an SDS treatment product
addition, among the top yielding corn hybrids were Dekalb such as ILeVO may seem like a pricey investment, howev58-06, Dekalb 64-87 and Dekalb 62-77. This is important
er, investing in a treatment will likely save you money as
information to remember as hybrid selection is one of the
it’s common for SDS to kill five to 25 bushels per acre.
most important factors to achieve higher yields.

Treated seed leads to higher yields
Another important factor to consider is the option of soybean treatment. Is it worth it? Studies performed by Monsanto show a two to six bushel increase with an insecticide/fungicide treatment at time of planting. How does this
work? Seed treatment has resulted in plant health improvement through more rapid and increased emergence
of seedlings under certain cold conditions. Treatment has
also proven to protect from early season insect pests, such
as bean leaf beetles and aphids while also providing excellent control of rhizoctonia, pythium, fusarium and phytophthora diseases.

How ILeVo works
ILeVO protects the soybean root system early in development against the SDS fungus and kills nematodes in the
seed zone. The active ingredient in ILeVO has a unique
mode of action. It is absorbed by the germinating seed
from the moment it is planted and moves into the seedling’s roots, cotyledons and developing leaves. Trials performed by Bayer CropScience shows yields increase two
to 10 bushels per acre when ILeVO is used, depending on
nematode pressure and SDS incidence or severity. If
you’re interested in learning more about how to prevent
SDS, please feel free to contact me directly.
Contact Austin

Energy News
By: Austin Wuebbels, Energy Manager

Austin.Wuebbels@chsinc.com

I would like to introduce myself, my name
is Austin Wuebbels. Moving forward I will
be your energy manager for the comEnergy News
bined company. I am a graduate of the
University of Missouri where I earned a
degree in Business Marketing. During my
time at Mizzou, I played as an offensive
lineman for the Missouri Tigers and went on to play one
year in the NFL for the Denver Broncos. I returned to the
Midwest to operate the family business in Belleville, Illinois
alongside my father. In 2014, I joined the CHS energy team
where I served for two years as a Certified Energy Specialist. I am eager to assist you in growing your business.

ing will begin July 1 and will go through August 31 2016.
This price will be locked in for winter usage. Prepay and
booking contracts are available.

Propane

Contracting Refined Fuels

CHS is the world’s largest propane provider. CHS Propane
Manager Gerry Barnett brings 30 years of experience. Our
team of experts is able to install propane tanks large or
small to fit your needs. Whether, it’s a 500-gallon tank to
heat your home in the winter or tanks for your grain drying
needs, we aim to provide you with not only the best product
on the market but also with the best service in the county.

Contracting
L.P. gas can be contracted for your winter needs. Contract4

(618) 977-9945

Safety and Our Company
CHS is committed to ensuring the safety of you and your
family. We can provide you with information about the safe
use and handling of propane, our policies and procedures
are in place to promote and ensure safety. In addition, our
trained staff is available to answer any questions that you
may have plus provide you with 24 hour emergency service.

24-hour Propane Emergency: 217-942-6991
The volatility and upward trend of fuel prices is on everyone's minds. You hope that prices will stabilize or go
down. But is that an action plan? Take the guesswork out
of budgeting for your farm or business with a contracting
program. By presetting your fuel price and other factors,
you can shelter yourself from price spikes during routine
periods of high demand or uncertainties like weather or
world events. Fuel contracting allows you to specify the
type, amount and cost of your fuel needs.

Contact Joe

CHS YieldPoint News

(618) 729-9009
Joseph.Huebener@chsinc.com

By: Joe Huebener, CHS YieldPoint Specialist

CHS YieldPoint® is offering a fertilizer
and cost of production calculator. These
calculators are great tools to help determine the estimated amount of fertilizer
needed and what your estimated cost
per bushel will be. When you pair these
calculators with your CHS agronomy
specialist and grain marketing team, you
are able to design a plan for the coming crop year. If you
would like these calculators, stop by the CHS location in
Shipman or Lowder.

maintain input costs while placing the right product, in the
right place, at the right rate, and at the right time. All of
this affects your bottom line. Maintaining your same input
costs but utilizing variable rate technology, we are able to
strategically place your fertilizer, seed, nitrogen, etc. in
different areas of the field to get you the most out of your
dollar. In turn, this will help raise yields and ultimately lower your cost of production. If you are interested in variable
rate technology and how it can help you on your farm,
please feel free to contact me directly.

At CHS, your data is always your data. Any data that you
choose to share with CHS is stored on a secure network.
Variable rate technology
We offer a web based browser tool called AgStudio SEHave you considered using variable rate technology to
LECT that allows you to view your data whenever and
change your seeding population or nitrogen on the go?
The CHS YieldPoint® specialists can help. We are able to wherever.
create customizable maps for each of your fields using
your yield data and soil tests. Using multiple years of yield AgStudio SELECT = full access to your data
data, we are able to create management zones that are
AgStudio SELECT allows you to see all of your data in
unique for each field. Once management zones have
one place. You’re able to see yield data, soil tests, fertilizbeen created, we can then assign seeding rates to apply
er prescriptions, as-applied maps, and more. You can acin each of these zones. We can also use the management cess AgStudio SELECT on any device with an internet
zones and soil test data to create variable rate nitrogen
connection. This allows you full control of your data. To
maps for each field. These maps are completely customi- find out more about AgStudio SELECT, please feel free to
zable which allows you to have complete control over the contact any of our CHS YieldPoint® specialists.
end prescription.

4-R Strategy affects your bottom line
Considering current grain markets, it is all the more important to place the right products in the right place to ensure maximum efficiency. This is where variable rate technology and precision ag comes into play. We are able to

As-planted maps
Be sure to collect your as-planted maps this spring. Asplanted maps are a great tool come harvest time to help
see how each variety did field by field or even on a farm
level. This can help make it easier for you to make variety
choices for the coming crop year.
Contact Erin

CHS Harvest for Hunger
By: Erin Williams, Marketing and Communication Specialist

Your cooperative participated in its fourth
annual CHS Harvest for Hunger campaign. Harvest for Hunger is a 20 day
campaign within CHS County Operations
to benefit local food pantries. In Illinois, 1
in 7 people don’t know where their next
meal will come from. As your local farmer
-owned cooperative, we feel passionately
about feeding the hungry in our communities. This year, through fundraising events, partnerships
with local FFA chapters, and your generosity we were
able to exceed our 2016 goal, totaling at $13,374! Thank
you to all who gave!

(618) 729-9009
Erin.Williams@chsinc.com

Harvest for Hunger Section 15 Challenge
This year, CHS hosted the first annual Harvest for Hunger
Section 15 Challenge. CHS partnered with local FFA
chapters within section 15 to benefit the Harvest for Hunger campaign. The chapter that was able to raise the most
will receive a pizza party and gift bag from CHS. Thank
you to all of the chapters that participated in the Harvest
for Hunger Section 15 Challenge this year!

Continued on page 6….
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Contact Steven

Precision Ag News

(618) 535-4300

By: Steven Scott, Precision Ag Manager

Steven.Scott@chsinc.com

Ag Leader has released many new
products in the last several years.
Some of the most exciting are the ISO
bus control modules for liquid product
control and hydraulic planter downforce.
The advantage of using ISO bus is you
can use it on most any brand newer
monitor.

Downforce improves consistency
Using Ag Leader’s ISO hydraulic downforce, you are
able to maintain a consistent planting depth, the right
amount of pressure used on all of your soil types, and a
smooth row unit ride. Visit the Ag Leader website for a
tool to figure your
return on investment with a downforce system. For
example, with $3.30
corn on a 16 row
planter planted at
32,000 plants per
acre with only a 5%
increase on your
stand of corn it
would only take 480
acres to pay for
itself.
As you can see in the picture above, by using your ISO
monitor you’re able to see supplemental force and

gauge wheel load. Supplemental force, indicated by the
red arrow is the amount of force, indicated in pounds,
that is being applied to each section. Gauge wheel load,
indicated by the blue arrow, is the actual amount of pressure being applied to each row.

ISO NH3 Control
NH3 output is measured by controlling flow and by adding pressure and temperature sensor can be used to
monitor the state of your NH3 to monitor liquid turning
into a vapor.

Application control enhanced
Using Ag Leaders ISO liquid control module you can
maintain sprayer application by watching flow, pressure,
or a combination of the
two. It is one of the only
control systems on the
market capable of doing so. You can also
enter your sprayer tip
size and watch a gauge
in real time that will
show your droplet size
as your pressure
changes.
As you can see in the picture to the left, the gauge indicated by the red arrow, shows spray droplet size. Spray
droplet size is determined by your selected spray tip and

Harvest for Hunger news continued...
Harvest for Hunger Section 15 Challenge participants:
Carlinville FFA
Jerseyville FFA
Bunker Hill FFA
Highland FFA
Staunton FFA
Gillespie FFA
Alton FFA
North Mac FFA
Edwardsville FFA
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Local grower honored for stewardship
By: Peg Zenk Bitter, C Magazine
Since buying his first yield monitor in 1995, Tom Connors has been working to fine-tune field data collection
to make his 2,500-acre corn and soybean farm more
efficient and profitable, as well as environmentally responsible. Regularly upgrading his technology, and
working closely with local agronomy manager Regan
Wear to revise his agronomic strategies now allows
Connors to micro manage every acre of his fourthgeneration Shipman, Ill., operation called Triple T
Farms.
For those efforts, the farmer-agronomist team was one
of five pairs named 4R Grower Advocates for 2016 by
The Fertilizer Institute. The award recognizes growers
and retailers across the nation who are dedicated to implementing the 4Rs of nutrient stewardship – using the
right nutrient source at the right rate, the right time and
in the right place.
For nearly two decades, Connors has been grid soil
sampling and using variable-rate (VR) technologies to
apply crop nutrients. “The first year of VR application
was rather crude,” he recalls. “I sat next to the driver, on
an upside-down bucket, in the cab of the co-op’s fertilizer spreader, using field data on my laptop to tell him
when to adjust the rates. We’ve certainly come a long
way since then.”

Pictured above from left to right: CHS Agronomy Manager Regan
Wear and 2016 4R Grower Advocate Tom Connors

cropping history, soil type and yield potential. “Based on
yield goals, we’re able to write customized crop nutrient
prescriptions, as well as VR seeding plans, for each of
those zones,” explains Wear. “The Connors have the
benefit of many years of good field data. The CHS
YieldPoint® system gives us the power to analyze all
that data and use it to make sound management decisions. That’s what the 4Rs concept is all about.”

Now, he and Wear use the CHS YieldPoint® system to
create management zones within each field, based on

NRCS News
Wheat News

Contact Kyle
(618) 781-3197

By: Kyle Brase, Agronomy Specialist

As wheat came out of dormancy, I first
considered the stand. The dry weather in
the early Fall at planting followed by a very
mild December, caused some delayed
emergence in the wheat fields and some
uneven growth. Most of the fields I scouted had adequate stands and did not require any early nitrogen applications.

brase.farms@plantpioneer.com

Combating weed pressure
I encourage you to watch for winter annual weed pressure
and suggest that you plan a herbicide application on most
fields. We can also consider adding fungicides and micro
nutrients to some of the fields with the herbicide application. This will help ensure that plants have all of the required nutrients and limited pressure from any diseases
that may be present.

Timing your nitrogen
The majority of nitrogen should already be applied. The
best time for nitrogen applications are closer to the end of
winter dormancy and shortly before the first detectable
node on the stems (growth stage, Feekes 5 to 6). Working
with your CHS agronomy specialist can help you determine
the correct timing, product and amount of nitrogen to apply
on a field- by- field basis.

Continued on page 8...
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CHS
3620 Route 16
Shipman, IL 62685
chsshipman.com

Wheat News continued...
Late season Fungicide
The most important management practice for quality wheat is a fungicide application at Feekes 10.51 when flowering
starts. The first anthers will be present in
the center of the wheat head and move
both up and down the head as the plant
completes flowering. Because wheat
fields have both primary plants and tillers
this timing can be difficult to id for some
growers. The two products that have
shone the most control of Fusarium Head
Scab are Caramba and Prosaro. Some of
the other fungicide products used at this
timing can actually raise DON levels and
should not be used. I encourage you
have your crop specialist help you get
this timing and product correct.
Pictured Left: Wheat at Feekes growth
stage10.5.1 is beginning flowering. At this
stage, anthers will be visible on the wheat
head.



Flea and tick medicine for cats and dogs



Mouse poison



Steel posts



Work gloves



Sports Mix® dog and cat food



Hubbard® feed



Cenex® oil products



Fencing supplies



Ag bearings and seals

These and much more are available at
the CHS location in Carrollton.
Call 217-942-6922 for more information!
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